The Odyssey Sound & Light Ascension Temples are
the first Energy Enhancement Environments created
to be an open-ended environment designed to
explore frontiers on the leading edge of consciousness
research. These advanced meditation/ascension
rooms were created to be a magical place, a space
where you can get in touch with the unlimited energy
of your essence -- to reconnect you to the sense of
wonder and aliveness you experienced as a child. It
can take you to worlds of magic and freedom where
all things are possible. These trans-dimensional
realities are within each one of us and just await our
sincere intent to experience and learn from them.

Listen to Shivanti’s Radio Shows
Podcasts available on Itunes and Talkshoe

My name is JoAnn Chambers and my
spiritual name is Shivanti. I am a shamanic
sound healer and a clairvoyant. I have
been working with clients in private
practice since 1985, beginning with a
massage/body-work
practice
with
emphasis on emotional release therapy. I
also read chakras and auric patterns in a
persons field, as well as I have the ability
to see core level pastlife imprints. I am a
shamanic traveler and have ventured into alternate realities since I
was a child. I can see into many dimensional realms to assist my
clients in discovering their deeper truths on their healing journey. I
offer my gifts to those who are walking a serious spiritual path of
Light. I have maintained an internet based practice since 1994 and
have helped thousands of people online find direction and guidance
as they walk their journey of enlightenment. I am available to assist
those walking a conscious path of ascension into the 5th World of
Light.
All my readings and healing sessions are supported in
various ways by the multidimensional music of ShapeshifterDNA.
Along with my husband Gary, we have been creating these
transformational soundscapes over 26 years now. These
transmissions of pure intentionally-guided frequencies that facilitate
my work in ways that accelerate the healing process for my clients.
Visit VisionaryMusic.com for more info. A great place to begin
working with our sound is by starting with our DNAvatar Program –
download the free info packet to get started at DNAvatar.com.
Personal transformation requires the examination of
many belief systems, perceptions of reality and the willingness to
step way outside the known boxes of lack and limitation. The core
of our shared existence is at the threshold of change and shifts are
occurring rapidly. This transition will illuminate the way we interact
with ourselves, family, friends and our environment as we move into
a new, more expansive way of being.
To get started with me, we start with what I call the “Spiritual
MRI” where we really take a full scan of your spiritual systems to see
where you are at thist ime and what areas need focus on in order
to move forward on yoru evolutionary journey. Once you complete
the initial MRI, you can request follow up sessions of any kind. I am
available for spiritual guidance which can assist you in working with
the multi-dimensional soundscapes and assist you in holding focus
3rdEyeGuidance.com
Shivanti@visionarymusic.com
727.235.6302
(live chat available at webpage)
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Spiritual MRI
Chakra & Aura Portrait
Pastlife Reading
Chakra Balancing
Vibrational Healing
Shamanic Journeying
Spiritual Guidance
JoAnn “Shivanti” Chambers
Shamanic Sound Healer / Clairvoyant

Spiritual MRI
All the following readings/sessions are included in the MRI
session. This session is $350 with individual sessions being
around $75-$125 each. For new clients, I suggest the MRI as
a place to start as this will provide us with valuable insights
into your entire bio-energetic field. We begin with a free
consult to determine the best direction to start with.

Chakra Portrait/Reading

• Learn about the current condition of your Chakra System (12
main chakras/7 front & 5 back)
• Utilizing the chakra system, learn how to become more self
empowered
• Understand the
personality traits
connected to each chakra
• See how much energy
your are receiving at each
chakra
• Understand the
interrelationship between
the chakras and how it
affects your personality
development
• Monitor your spiritual development work with regular portraits
• Discover where potential problems may occur and how to clear
them using your intention to move energy
• Learn how to charge your chakra system for more balance &
centeredness
• Experience a powerful remote chakra balancing session that
will leave you feeling empowered, balanced and highly
charged
Using a 12 chakra system (higher
chakras read for advanced clients) to
read the status of the chakra energy
system, a portrait is offered to help
you understand where you are at this
time on your evolutionary path. This
is an excellent way to monitor your
spiritual progress. Each successive
portrait shows the results of the work
you have done and where the next
steps are for you in moving forward
to attain higher states of balance and flow in your life.

Pastlife Readings

• Learn about how your pastlife experiences are affecting you this
lifetime
• Understand how traumatic pastlife imprints are creating patterns in
your life
• Discover the reasons you have deja vu feelings at certain places or
with different people
• Be aware of how pastlife energy imprints might be affecting your
current health (stress, anxiety, addictions, fear patterns)
• Gain greater understanding about some of your current life
relationships because of pastlives lived together
• Learn how to clear negative imprints and release yourself from their
hold
• Uncover hidden talents and skills that may be dormant
• Accelerate your evolution by releasing the past
Going deep into core level pastlife imprints that create patterns
in one’s life that are repeated until awareness and understanding
emerges is the focus of this type of reading. By learning how these
threads of energy carry forth into our current lives, we can learn
how to release, let go and forgive so we can move on with more
strength and empowerment as we release these hidden fears.

Aura Portrait/Reading

• View your Auric energy patterns through the eyes of a gifted
clairvoyant
• Uncover Core Level patterns
• Monitor your Spiritual Progress by observing changes in your field

• Discover pastlife energy imprints
• Understand karmic energy patterns
• Become aware of connections with higher beings of Light
• Tune in to potential physical problems
• Learn how to utilize the higher vibrational energy in your auric field
to evolve
By clairvoyantly viewing all the layers of your auric field, a graphic
image is created to see what energetics you are working with and

operating from. Guidance is offered to help you work with
these imprints for clearing and empowering your unfolding
process. Imprints are viewed from layers 1 through 12 and
beyond.

Vibrational Healing

• raise the Light Quotient of your being to a new level
• experience an energetic healing session in the comfort & safety
of your own environment
• learn about energy patterns that may be impacting your life
• balance your chakra system
• clear away blocks and negative energy
• repair traumas in your energy fields
• connect with the spirit realms for guidance
• receive guidance on childhood patterns, pastlife patterns or
soul attachments that may be preventing your from living
your life in full joy
• expand your field of awareness
As part of any of the sessions a vibrational healing session
is done to assist you in moving through the energy patterns
that arise as a result of the transformational work. This can be
done remotely or in the Odyssey Sound & Light Temple.

Spiritual Guidance & Shamanic Journeying
Sometimes just sharing ideas and thoughts with a spiritual
guide can help one to move through energy that might be
stagnant or blocking one from moving along on the next
step of the journey. Guidance is offered to understand more
about the spiritual journey and how it relates to the events
and situations in your daily life. These sessions move into
an altered state of awareness which includes shamanically
journeying into the many realms of your consciousness to
discover lost or hidden knowledge about your life path. We
use shamanic techniques as well as psychosynthesis to bring
about release, cleansing and clearing away of any density.
Working within a clients belief system and comfort zone is
always a priority. These sessions can be done over phone or
at the Odyssey Sound & Light Temple.

DNA Activation
The sessions always include a level of the DNA Activation work
using the multidimensional music from ShapeshifterDNA.
This initiates all awakening codes for aligning with your
divine purpose and higher mission work.

